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Introducing Component 1
The first couple of weeks of this course are crucial as the students begin to realise the change in approach offered
by the combined Language and Literature qualification at A or AS Level compared to the GCSE English Language
and GCSE English Literature.
Component 1 can feel like a significant shift and change as students may not be used to in-depth study of nonfiction texts. This therefore provides an exciting challenge to teachers as we need to introduce these new text
types in a thorough and perceptive way to engage and challenge our students.
You will need to discuss the Assessment Objectives (AOs) as a student’s understanding of these is vital in terms of
informing their progress and achievement.
The Objectives for Component 1 are:
AO1
AO2
AO3
AO4

Apply concepts and methods from integrated linguistic and literary study, using associated
terminology and coherent written expression
Analyse ways in which meanings are shaped in texts
Demonstrate understanding of the significance and influence of the contexts in which texts are
produced and received
Explore connections across texts, informed by linguistic and literary concepts and methods

It’s important to take the time to explore what these mean in terms of skills and expectations, so that students
understand what is really being assessed. This is where taking the time to look at the mark schemes themselves
can be helpful, as each AO is broken down into specific elements that are being assessed in each question.
For example, AO1 (Apply concepts and methods from integrated linguistic and literary study, using associated
terminology and coherent written expression) can be broken down as:
•

Line of argument/ focus on the question

•

Understanding of linguistic concepts and methods

•

Evidence

•

Terminology

•

Written style and accuracy

For students just starting this course, breaking down the AOs allows them to get to grips with what’s being
asked of them in each question. These broken down AOs can be utilised in lots of ways, from assigning specific
responsibility with group or class written responses, to colour coding model paragraphs as in the example below
for AS Component 1, comparing the NSPCC and Gharib texts.
Line of Argument - AO1

Meaning - AO2

Context of reception - AO3

Evidence - AO1

Explanation/explore lexis - AO2

Comparison - AO4

Terminology - AO1

Context of production -AO3

Compare how writers use graphology to present their information/opinion
Both writers use graphology and grammar to present children’s emotions and to evoke sympathy in the reader.
Gharib presents a moment when she asks her tired mother if she wants to play a game using the interrogative
‘Hey, Ma wanna play […]’. Her mother says no and the child is presented as looking sad, responding with the
declarative ‘Yes, Ma.’. Gharib then shows herself with the same sad expression, using interrogatives to also ask
her Dad is she will be seeing him ‘[…] this weekend? Oh, next weekend? Ah no reason.’. The sad facial expression
and the fact that the child is holding a kite show that she was hoping that her other parent would be able to play
with her and this might provoke an emotional response of sympathy from the reader. An interrogative is similarly
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used in the NSPCC letter. The little girl, Molly, is shown in a panel on the front of the leaflet holding a phone with
travel bags at her feet. Her facial expression, similar to Gharib’s, is also sad, but this child also looks worried. We
can infer that the travel bags suggest she needs to move away from wherever she currently is. The child uses the
uncertain interrogative ‘Hello…….. can you help me?’. This text-image cohesion might lead the reader to consider
if the pronoun ‘you’ refers to the NSPCC call handler or the reader themselves. The interrogative is designed to
be emotive and to make the reader question what they can do to help the young, frightened child. The leaflet’s
purpose is to raise funds, so this use of a child’s first person account of how the NSPCC helped her and her brother
is very powerful.
One of, if not the most, challenging aspects for students and teachers alike with this course is getting comfortable
with more specialist linguistic terminology. Students should be aware that subject specific terminology ranges
from terms they’re already familiar with (metaphor, simile, repetition, etc.) to new terms from linguistics. (Over
time, you may want to draw on some of the terminology in our Appendix A or our guide for A Level English
Language students.)
For students to track their progress with terminology, you could ask them to create a Component 1 glossary, using
the language levels as headings: phonetics, phonology, prosodics; lexis and semantics; grammar; pragmatics;
and discourse. In a student’s glossary, encourage them to write down the terms, definitions and examples from
the Anthology texts. For A Level study, they can also add in examples from unseen texts. Reassure students that
they will become more confident at accurately identifying terms over the course of study. This frees up more
teaching time for you to spend on the analysis and inference and moves students away from ‘feature-spotting’. See
Appendix A for a lexicon explained.
Some students may take this further and colour code their language levels. This can then be applied to their
Anthology annotations. They are actively ensuring that they have notes for all language levels and therefore a
wide amount of linguistic and literary frameworks to compare for AO4. This is also a very good independent study
task, which can help reduce the time spent on terminology and note taking during a lesson.
A note on context
In both the AS and A Level 2018 Examiner Reports context (AO3) has been flagged as an area of improvement
with students needing to produce “strong, framework-based and context-rich interpretations of each
Anthology text.”
It is important to foreground that AO3 is about contexts of production and of reception. This can include
relevant biographical, historical and cultural linkages in relation to texts’ production, as well as an
understanding of how, when, where and by whom a text would be received (read, watched and/or heard). The
most effective student contextual comment links use of language and literary techniques pertinently to these
considerations.
If we take, for example, the ‘Soph Talks Science blog’ extract, a student with an astute eye for contexts of
production and reception might comment on the familiar tone and the relaxed tenor of the piece. They
might suggest that this is reflective of both the youthful, projected persona of Soph herself, and of Soph’s
expectations about her ideal readership. It could be suggested that, because this is a twenty-first century blog,
Soph knows that her readers will have expectations about the formality of the writing, that the content will be
conveyed in a way that is relatively informal and accessible, and that she will position the reader as someone
comfortable with (and receptive to) this level of informality. A really perceptive comment would be that Soph
is trying to eschew the formal, academic, stuffy connotations that traditionally accompany scientific study. Her
identity as a young female scientist helps her to challenge conventional stereotypes of who can ‘do’ science.
To evidence this in Soph’s language use, a student might comment, for example, on the informal salutation ‘Hi!
I’m Soph!’ where the lively exclamatives are pseudo-conversational. Soph, despite her academic background,
is not attempting to create an asymmetrical power balance with her reader; the purpose of her blog is to make
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science accessible and she does this by making her own discourse accessible too, via the informal tone and
pseudo-intimate tenor. This is reflected again in the valediction ‘I would love to hear from you. S x’
One of the cautionary notes sounded in the 2018 A Level Examiner’s Report about Component 1 was that
students relied too heavily on biographical context which they then struggled to link to the texts and question.
Biographical context can be helpful in situating the producer of the text but students need to remember to
draw on this if relevant to their point of analysis.

First lessons: micro-texts
It can be daunting for students new to A-Level study to be faced with the range of texts in the Anthology and with
new terminology they need to learn in order to undertake analysis across the course modules. With this in mind,
it can be helpful to start study of the Anthology by looking at micro-texts that come from the students’ own world
before tackling the Anthology itself.
Ask students to bring in 3-5 mini texts of their own, making it clear that they will be for whole-class use. These
texts could be extracts from song lyrics, a section of a script from a favourite film or TV series, an extract from
an inspirational speech, an advert for a product that they enjoy (visual or audio), a funny interaction over text/
WhatsApp (check for appropriacy!), etc. Model some micro-texts of your own to help students get a sense of the
types of texts that can work.
Collect and copy the micro-texts. Scan or photograph them if possible so that they can be annotated on a
whiteboard/ smartboard if one is available.
In small groups, ask students to choose their top three micro-texts. Why have they chosen them? What do they like
or dislike about them? Why are they funny/inspirational/persuasive?
Using your micro-texts: shaping meaning
Ask students to discuss in their groups the texts they find the most powerful and effective. Build students’
confidence with the meta-language they already have from GCSE (metaphor, simile, personification, pathetic
fallacy, perhaps word classes such as adjectives, adverbs etc) when asking the groups to feed back and explain
how the language used creates these effects. Encourage them to comment on how the language choices in the
text help the creation of meaning.
Remind them that you can work on labelling features correctly later and that they can build on terms they’re
comfortable with.
Using your micro-texts: mode continuum
Get students comfortable with looking at written, spoken and multimodal texts by introducing a mode
continuum. You can model this with your own micro-texts, creating a spectrum from written to spoken. It’s
important to explore with students how this binary can actually be more nuanced and how there are many texts
that don’t fit neatly into spoken/ written categories.
Ask students to pool their micro-texts in their small groups and create their own mode continuums, with feedback
to the class on the text they found most difficult to categorise and why.
Using your micro-texts: categorisation
Ask students in their groups to pair up their texts, giving them a list of categories against which to do so, for
example: purpose, mode, thematic concerns, speaker/ writer identity, historical or cultural context, use of language
techniques (e.g. figurative language).
Ask students to feed back on their most interesting pairing, explaining why they have chosen it.
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You can finish this introductory work by explaining to students that they have now already had some experience
of the core skills needed for Unit 1, both at AS and at A Level. You can also use the activities as a springboard to
explain the Assessment Objectives, outlining which activities corresponded to which AO.

Aspects of written non-fiction texts
An understanding of how to recognise and produce effective non-fiction writing is key to success in the course.
The Anthology texts demonstrate a wide range of types of non-fiction writing; effective non-fiction writing and
analytical skills are needed for both Component 1 at AS and in both NEA tasks. Students will probably be familiar
with non-fiction writing (analysis, comparison, and production) from GCSE, so it can be helpful to foreground to
new students that they are really building on a base of pre-existing skills.
Written non-fiction texts in the Anthology draw on lots of different genres and socio-historical contexts. The
Anthology has included: diary entries, essay, letters, obituaries, graphic non-fiction, memoirs, charity adverts, blog
and newspaper reviews. Of course, given that there is an unseen text studied in comparison for the A Level, it is
advisable to encourage students to broaden the scope of their exploration of non-fiction writing.
When thinking about aspects of written non-fiction, students can tend to focus on the graphological expectations
of particular genres. For example, there are conventions in layout for diary entries that are different to letters;
a current news article tends to be laid out differently to a magazine profile. Students need to be attentive to
graphology but only so far as in its cumulative impact and support of other genre codes and conventions. In the
upcoming sections we’ve discussed some conventions of graphic non-fiction, memoir, blog writing, diary writing,
private letters as well as written satire.
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Aspects of spoken non-fiction texts
Students new to the course are less likely to be familiar with spoken non-fiction than they are with written nonfiction because this tends to be less widely covered at GCSE than written forms. In the Anthology, students will
encounter planned, semi-planned and spontaneous spoken non-fiction texts and transcripts. These include
speeches of different types, TV interviews, an audio narrative account, and a script.
It can be helpful to introduce spoken texts by explaining the huge differences that can exist between them.
Consider comparing in class the planned, highly-crafted nature of a political speech with some spontaneous,
informal spoken discourse. If time permits, this can be another point at which it is helpful to use micro-texts;
consider asking students to compare a short extract from a formal planned speech with a short section of a
transcript of a conversation between a group of friends.
Some key language features that might be of help when analysing spontaneous or semi-planned spoken discourse
and interaction include:
Adjacency pairs
Backchannel behaviour
Deixis
Discourse marker
Elision
Ellipsis
False start/ repairs
Fillers
Hedges
Holding the floor

Interactional/ transactional talk
Interruption
Overlap
Non-fluency features
Paralinguistic features
Phatic talk
Tag question
Topic marker
Turn taking
Utterance

Some terminology that might be helpful in analysing planned speech includes the list below. It should be noted
that students aren’t expected to learn all these terms, but you may find them useful in pinpointing certain
techniques when relevant:
Syntactic parallelism
Deictic & inclusive/ exclusive pronouns
Antithesis
Anaphora
Epistrophe
Parenthesis

Version 1
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Approaches to developing understanding
beyond the Anthology
Student created anthologies
You might consider asking students to compile their own ‘Anthology’ of style models, exploring genres and
writers whose work and subject matter they enjoy. Do provide students with a starting point for sourcing these
texts; consider providing links to online news comment websites, review pages, well-written blogs and first-hand
reports/ accounts of events.
Encourage students to annotate their chosen style models using key framework areas. Students could, for
example, comment on: lexico-semantic choices and word class in terms of formality, tone and tenor; how syntax
is used to convey meaning; any phonological features or use of imagery, discourse structure and narrative
techniques; how the writer positions the reader (do they have an ‘ideal’ reader, for example?).
Writing tasks could follow on from these style model choices. Students could be asked, for example, to select 3-5
key features of their style model that they found particularly effective and use these in their own written piece,
perhaps of the same genre but with a different subject.
Blogs are a popular student choice of text type but can be rather nebulous in terms of style and structure. This,
again, is an area where effective style models can be helpful. Encourage students to identify blog styles and
particular writers whose style they enjoy. Thoughtful and selective assimilation of elements of these writers’ styles
can enhance students’ own non-fiction writing skills, without the risk of being derivative.

On student-generated transcripts
It can also be helpful for students to do some transcription practice of recordings of sources of their choosing or
even their own recordings. These could be a recording of a conversation between, for example, a group of friends
or family members completing a task or challenge, or members of a sports team discussing tactics. It is important
to explain the ethics of recording (that it cannot be covert and permission must be sought).
This can be a helpful activity because it allows students to see how the voices of people they know well can
be captured in a transcript. It can help students to recognise pragmatics of participant interaction (social
relationships, power asymmetry, implied meaning, facework) between people they know.
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Selected anthology forms:
Over the next several sections, we’ll be offering some teaching and learning approaches for some selected forms
used in the anthology. The forms covered in this resource are in response to requests by teachers and covers
new forms added in Anthology Version 3. We’ve used the term ‘conventions’ for familiarity in the sections below
but, you may want to introduce the term ‘schema’ in its place as students grow more comfortable with linguistic
terminology.

Memoir
Memoirs are narratives about the author’s own experiences; they focus on specific moments, or groups of
thoughts or experiences in the writer’s life. The term comes from the French word for memory. They do not have to
have a linear chronology and can range backwards and forwards in time. Memoirs can record events and times of
great import, for example the memoirs of Ulysses S. Grant, reflect on significant moments and family relationships
for the author as in Natasha Trethewey’s Memorial Drive and Jessica J. Lee’s Two Trees Make a Forest or they can
discuss more prosaic, often humorous life experiences, like Bill Bryson’s The Life and Time of the Thunderbolt Kid.
They can explore growing up like bell hook’s Bone Black: Memoirs of Girlhood, or span many years, like Pearl Buck’s
The Child Who Never Grew, Maya Angelou’s I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings and Patti Smith’s Just Kids, or can
document a much shorter timeframe, for example George Orwell’s Down and Out in Paris and London (also one of
the set texts in Component 4).
Common conventions of traditional memoir:
•

a focus on the author’s reflections or recollections on events and experiences in their own life but usually
centred on a particular event or theme (a fuller account would be seen as autobiography)

•

written in first person

•

written in chronological order

•

author’s feelings are central to the narrative

•

honesty and factual accuracy is expected but recognised as subjective

•

awareness of future public consumption

Memoir has evolved as a form, with the rise of both graphic memoir and literary memoir in the last thirty years.
Both these sub-genres are included in the Anthology, with graphic memoir first represented by Marjane Sartrapi’s
Persepolis and in Version 3 with by Malaka Gharib’s I Was Their American Dream (see ‘Graphic non-fiction’ section);
literary memoir represented by Maggie O’Farrell’s I Am, I Am, I Am.
Maggie O’Farrell’s I Am, I Am, I Am.
O’Farrell’s memoir plays with conventional memoir expectations by collecting seventeen near-death experiences
from across her life, all linked by the body part involved. The extract we’ve selected is from the chapter ‘Cranium’.
This is written in the third person, establishing a distance between the O’Farrell of the past and the writer in the
present. The third person limited narrative perspective (close third) is still confessional, particularly when we learn
of her physical desire for the man she is walking with. This fluidity of perspective gives the reader unique insights
into O’Farrell’s near-death experiences.
When teaching this extract you may want to take creative writing approaches. For example:
•

Students could first take a section of the extract and rewrite it in first person. Ask students to reflect on how
the change of perspective affected their choices, whether they think the work is as effective.

•

Students can use the extract as a springboard for an original writing piece. Taking O’Farrell’s theme of fear and
injury, ask students to note 3-5 key moments of a similar experience when they were afraid or were nearly
injured (or provide some generic scenarios for students who aren’t comfortable being too personal). Then,
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students should set about drafting the opening in the first person and third person. Ask students to consider
which they feel more comfortable with, which allows them to be more honest or reflective.
•

Introducing a comparative extract from a more traditional memoir can also be generative. For example, if
sticking with the theme of injury, you could select the ‘What, Me Worry?’ chapter from Bryson’s The Life and
Times of the Thunderbolt Kid where he recounts breaking his leg at age 4. Ask students to make a list of any
generic features of memoir that they find, for example the first person voice, the presentation of others, the
writer’s own feelings and experiences, use of informal language/ idiolect, use of humour. Ask students to draw
connections and contrasts with the O’Farrell extract, exploring whether O’Farrell’s choices follow convention or
subvert it, with a real focus on the impact this has on the reader.

•

Students can do a recreative piece where they apply O’Farrell’s approaches to a more traditional memoir
extract. Again, whether they rewrite the whole piece or just an excerpt, the students should reflect on what the
change of style does to the tone, the purpose and its impact on the reader.

Potential foil texts
•

Damian Barr, ‘Maggie O’Farrell – I Am, I Am, I Am: Seventeen Brushes with Death’, Damian Barr’s Literary Salon,
August 2018 (audio and closed captions available)

•

Joan Didion, The Year of Magical Thinking (2005)

•

Vivian Gornick, Fierce Attachments (1987)

•

Mary Karr, The Liar’s Club (1995) (preview available)

•

Maxine Hong Kingston, The Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a Girlhood Among Ghosts (1976)
o

For discussion of the text’s unconventional crossing of genres, including memoir, please see Janessa Job,
‘The Woman Warrior: A Question of Genre’, WR Issue 1

•

Jan Morris, Conundrum (1974)

•

NPR, ‘Fresh Air: Mary Karr On Writing Memoirs: ‘No Doubt I’ve Gotten A Million Things Wrong’, 15th September
2015 (audio and transcript available)

•

NPR, ‘Weekend Edition Sunday: Family And Identity In ‘All You Can Ever Know’’, 7th October 2018 (audio and
transcript available)

•

David Small, Stitches (2009) (extract available)

•

Elie Wiesel, Night (1955)

•

David Wojnarowicz, Close to the Knives: A Memoir of Disintegration (1991) (excerpt available)

Graphic non-fiction
Graphic non-fiction is a mainstay of the Anthology and it is an increasingly popular medium that students will
engage with. It’s important then to offer a framework for understanding what we mean by graphic non-fiction.
Graphic non-fiction is non-fiction content presented in a graphic format. Although the genre has been around
since the early 20th century, Art Spiegelman’s Maus brought it to the wider public attention when he won the
Pulitzer Prize’s Special Award in 1992.
In an increasingly multimodal world, it is not hard to see the power of combining words and images to present and
explore human experiences and the human condition.
Common conventions of graphic non-fiction
Arising originally from creative ways of using the comic book or cartoon form to explore ideas, below are some
conventions of graphic non-fiction as a form. An excellent tool for getting to grips with formal conventions in
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graphic work, as well as a theoretical framework for understanding the possibilities of graphic work is graphic
fiction writer and theorist Scott McCloud’s Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art (1993).
Key features of graphic work in non-fiction and fiction include:
•

the use of texts and image

•

characters’ direct speech represented in speech bubbles

•

word panels (panels which only use words to tell part of a story)

•

image panels (panels which only use images to tell part of a story)

•

word and image panels

•

panels can vary greatly in size and position

•

paralinguistic features can be shown/ represented rather than just described

•

different fonts and font styles can be used

•

gutters (the space between two panels)

•

use of colour (or lack thereof )

•

can have more fluid chronological structures, can be non-linear

The use of gutters in graphic non-fiction (and fiction) is a powerful tool in the writer’s armoury because it allows
the writer to lead us to fill in the missing information by drawing our own conclusions from the information that
has been provided. McCloud discusses this in terms of ‘closure’ the ‘[…] phenomenon of observing the parts but
perceiving the whole.’ 1 Scott identifies six different types of closure:
1. Moment-to-moment where one action is developed
2. Action-to-action where the same character appears but two different actions are carried out
3. Subject-to-subject where two characters are part of the same scene and may, or may not, be interacting
4. Scene-to-scene where there are jumps in space and time, thus more closure is needed
5. Aspect-to-aspect which wanders through a concept, mood or idea with less adherence to linear time
6. Non-Sequitur, where panels have no logical relationship, requiring the reader to really participate actively in
closure
You may want to use comics or graphic novels as a way to help familiarise students with aspects of graphic nonfiction. Ask students to bring in either a comic or a graphic novel and then ask students to work together to
compare similar and different features between the two text types. This makes for really interesting discussion
and also introduces them to unseen comparison. With the codes and conventions of a graphic novel students are
looking to identify and explore panels, transitions/gutter, perspective, time, narrative arc, lexis and graphology. By
adding these codes and conventions into their analysis, it can help to stretch and challenge students’ discourse
analysis.
Graphic memoir
In Version 3 of the anthology, our extract of graphic non-fiction is a piece of graphic memoir (as was Persepolis in
previous versions). Graphic memoir is an author’s presentation of personal experiences in graphic form. They are
autobiographical (sometimes semi-autobiographical). There are strengths to the format that traditional memoirs
would struggle to replicate. The intertwined images, fonts and text can give a power and immediacy to writer’s
feelings and recollections. The form can also provide space for non-linear recollections and tellings, where thought
and experiences are grouped rather by the writer’s thoughts and feelings than by chronological sequences. For
example, in our excerpt, Gharib focuses on family values around education and learning and explores multiple
1

McCloud, Scott. Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art. New York: Harper Perennial, 1993, p.63
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facets of this in very quick succession, foregrounding her mother’s work ethic which enables her to have private
schooling, tuition, and culturally-enriching travel experiences. The gutters lead us to an understanding of the
pressures that Gharib feels to be ‘THE PERFECT FILIPINO KID!’.
Gharib uses gutters to great effect in I Was Their American Dream. She wants the reader to understand the
complexities of the different aspects of her identity and family and how this differs so starkly from the
homogenous ‘American’ identity she describes. Beginning with a word and image panel showing the contrast
between Gharib’s family and the classical television ‘American’ family, Gharib then inserts a gutter, with the next
words in the word and image panel ‘ON TV, Americans ate […]’. Gharib then uses the word and image panel to
discuss her family’s food traditions, including a gloss for the dish ‘Monggo’, which highlights its difference from
the represented mainstream American TV. food culture. The generational cultural dichotomy between Gharib and
her Nannay is visually represented in the visual panel, both by the visible distance between them and via their
humorous exchange. Nannay offers Gharib ‘dried fish’, further highlighting the family’s culinary differences from
the pre-packaged, commercial brands eaten by American families ‘ON TV’.
•

Consider asking students to identify different types of closure between gutters in the text; why has Gharib
chosen to insert gutters at these critical moments? What ‘filling in’ does she want the reader to do? What is she
suggesting about her family identities and their values, attitudes and approaches to life?

Every element of a graphic memoir can ‘show’ rather than ‘tell’, so all textual and visual elements can be brought
into play to tell the story. Gharib’s sadness, for example, when her request to play with her parents is declined
is evident in her facial expressions; the micro-gutter between the two recollections further foregrounds an
incremental sense of rejection.
Gharib is also able to use the graphic memoir format to parody different genres (a girls’ magazine quiz, a
recipe page, a good conduct guide). By using these borrowed formats to discuss her own experiences, Gharib
foregrounds the cultural plurality of her upbringing more strongly – the cultural influences and exposures are
woven into the fabric of her memoir.
Potential foil texts:
•

Alison Bechdel, Fun Home (2006)

•

Mira Jacob, Good Talk (2019) (excerpt available)

•

Martin Luther King, ‘I Have a Dream’, 28th August 1963 (audio and transcript available at link)

•

Lucy Knisley, Relish: My Life in the Kitchen (2013)

•

NPR, ‘Morning Edition: NPR’s Malaka Gharib’s Memoir: ‘I Was Their American Dream’, 6th May 2019 (audio and
transcript available at link)

•

Sandy Rivera, ‘Undocumented, Yet Hopeful: Dreamer Sandy Rivera’s speech at the Indianapolis Women’s March’
(transcript)

•

Art Spiegelman, Maus (Wikipedia article)

•

George Takei, They Called Us Enemy (2019) (excerpt available)

•

Talks at GS, Interview with Afua Hirsch, 2nd November 2020 (video and transcript available at link)

•

Maggie Thrash, Honor Girl (2015) (excerpt available)

•

Jesmyn Ward, Men We Reaped (2013)

Blog writing
Blog writing is an important form within the Anthology as blog writing is also a commonly used form in
Component 4’s creative non-fiction writing. Its inclusion within the anthology helps prepare students to engage
with a familiar form in literary and linguistic detail. The blog extract we currently include in Version 3 of the
anthology is an introduction blog post from the ‘Soph Talks Science’ blog.
Version 1
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The term ‘blog’ is a shortened version of the original word ‘weblog’ coined in the late Nineties as a term to describe
a website where a writer (or writers) wrote about their own experiences and opinions. In its early uses, this often
functioned like an online journal but, as blogs gained greater followings, the form shifted to respond to its
greater visibility. The blog form became more commonplace in the early 2000s, where blogs began to be more
regularly categorised by topic and purpose, e.g. cooking blogs like Julie Powell’s Julie/Julia Project; travel blogs
like Jeff Greenwald’s work on Global Network Navigator; literature blogs like Bookslut. During the late 2000s and
early 2010s blogs became bigger affairs, sometimes running a bit like online magazines with regular writers and
columns, like at The Rumpus, Feministing and Racialicious.
Common conventions of blog writing
•

frequently written in first person

•

use of anecdotes or personal recollections

•

register is often informal

•

layout is geared around screen use, e.g. short paragraphs, sub-headings, one column text

•

multimodal use of images, embedded video or audio

•

links to previous posts or other websites

•

titles utilising key words for search engine optimisation (making it more readily findable by an online search
engine like Google)

•

self-referential for an assumed audience of regular readers

Depending on the blog type, there will also be particular conventions. For example, many recipe blogs feature a
lengthy anecdotal introduction detailing the context of the recipe, details about recipe testing along with multiple
process photos (a development of ‘headnotes’ from recipe books, thought to be generated partly in response to
search engine optimisation).
It may also be worth talking to students about how blogging has led to vlogging (video blogs) with the growth of
platforms like YouTube and Instagram, and now TikTok. Longform blogging is often secondary to these new types
of content creation.
With the introduction to ‘Soph Talks Science’ blog included in the Anthology, an obvious practice task could be for
students to create their own ‘[Student’s Name] talks Lang/Lit’. Students could have a go at writing the introduction
of a blog about why they have studied Lang & Lit and how their interests influence their study. These would be
very good to use at open evenings and would also help students with personal statements for university. They can
use the Anthology text and the online blog itself as a style model.
Soph Talks Science
With the ‘Soph Talks Science’ blog text, one important aspect is the context of women in science, which Sophie
alludes to in the blog. This could be an interesting debate in the class about equality and gendered expectations
of interests and careers. The WISE campaign could be a rich website to explore for context and to use as an unseen
foil for the A Level exam. This is a particular focus of Sophie’s interest in STEM. For developing student’s awareness,
the STEM Learning website is full of creative articles, activities and fields of study, which help to explore, not only
Sophie’s professional field of stem cell biology, but areas of all science.
At AS Level, a possible comparison lesson could be between the ‘Soph Talks Science’ blog and the Marilyn Monroe
obituary with a focus on how women are represented. By comparing these two texts, it allows students to work on
their AO1 skills through developing an engaging line of argument. It would also allow for the more able students
to consider how theories of language and gender may be applicable given the two texts may be both about
women but one is written by a man. The chronology of the two texts could be explored as well as the contrast on
the focus of Monroe’s private life, compared to the focus on Soph’s public life.
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Connections with Component 4
As blog writing generally has proved to be a popular umbrella form used in Component 4 for the students’
original non-fiction, the wider Soph Talks Science blog can be useful in developing understanding of blog writing
conventions. One of the issues raised in the 2018 A Level Examiner’s Report is that many students replicate a
narrow blog style that is more an online journal rather than blogs as they currently function.
Soph Talks Science’s wider blog also offers opportunities to look at different types of blog writing, for example this
post on science destinations in Europe offers an example of travel blogging (often a popular NEA choice of form
and possible AS Component 1 writing task.) It would make for an interesting comparison to established travel
bloggers like Kate on Adventurous Kate, Eulanda and Omo at Hey Dip Your Toes In, Roxanne and Maartje at Once
Upon A Journey or Lia and Jeremy at Practical Wanderlust.
Potential foil texts:
•

Fashion and lifestyle blogs: from defunct personal style blogs like Arabelle Sicardi’s Fashion Pirate and Susie
Lau’s Style Bubble to current fashion bloggers like Stephanie Yeboah, whose blog also covers travel, lifestyle
and fat positivity, Kelvin Davis of Notoriously Dapper and Amira of ModestAmira (whose blog has also
incorporated travel and lifestyle coverage)

•

Fitness and health blogs and vlogs: Elle Linton of Keep it Simpelle; Cassey Ho of Blogilates; Meg Boggs

•

Nick Arnold and Tony De Saulles, Horrible Science books (some excerpts available on Google Books, e.g. Blood,
Bones and Body Bits)

•

Isabella Beeton, ‘Introduction’ from Mrs Beeton’s Book of Household Management (1861)

•

Allie Brosh, Hyperbole and a Half (blog, later collected and published as a text included in Component 4’s set
text list)

•

Dr Deboki Chakravarti, ‘What Is Organic Chemistry?: Crash Course Organic Chemistry #1’, Crash Course, 30th
April 2020

•

Albert Einstein, Letter to Marie Curie, 23rd November 1911 (further context available)

•

Máire Geoghegan-Quinn, Speech to Joint Event on Women Researchers and presentation of the Atomia prize,
European Commission, 12th March 2014

•

Hank Green, ‘Intro to History of Science: Crash Course History of Science #1’, Crash Course 26th March 2018
(closed captions available)

•

Sophie Scott, TED Talk: Why We Laugh, 30th April 2015 (transcript available)

•

Emma Spedding, ‘Best Wardrobes in Britain: Interview with Abisola Omole’, Who What Wear, 16th February 2021

•

Julia Turan, ‘Interview with Sophie Shrand: Girls in STEM: brain, farts, and a female science comedian’, Crastina,
30th November 2016

Review writing
Students may be more familiar with review writing than with some of the other texts in the Anthology because
newspaper articles and reviews are more likely to be texts found in the home as well as more frequently studied
prior to A Level. This would be a good text to start students off with given the familiar text type and topic. Reviews
are designed to offer a critical appraisal of the subject, providing a subjective evaluation (sometimes informed by
expertise) to allow the consumer to form their own opinion.
It is worth exploring with students some different types of review and how the language used differs. A review for
a physical product (an album, a moisturiser, a book, etc.) will likely differ from those reviewing an event (theatre,
concerts, etc.) or destinations (hotels, theme parks, etc.) It is also worth considering the medium for the review;
many reviewers now post product reviews on video platforms such as YouTube, Instagram or TikTok.
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Students should also have experience with a range of review texts from different publications. A Jay Rayner
restaurant review in The Guardian will differ substantially from a mascara review in Elle magazine, not just because
of the element being reviewed but the publication that’s commissioned the review. Likewise, students might want
to consider the difference between long and short form reviews.
Common conventions of review writing
•

provides factual information as to who, what, where and when regarding the item/event under review

•

summarises the content being reviewed

•

establishes strengths and weaknesses of content, as relevant

•

utilises examples from the content reviewed

•

offers a subjective, personal opinion on the content and experience

•

register can often be mixed between formal and informal depending on context

•

can draw on relevant expertise to establish opinion

As a starting point, students could be asked to bring in a review on something that is in their own area of interest.
Small groups could then compare different uses of language and other conventions in their chosen texts. You may
need to provide a pointer to some sources for different types of reviews to support students with this.
This review-finding activity could be broadened to students finding reviews which can act as foils to other texts
in the Anthology. In the potential foil texts listed below, for example, there are some reviews relevant to current
Anthology texts.
Beyoncé and Jay-Z: OTRII review
This review posits the significance of Beyoncé and Jay-Z’s tour and promotion of their latest albums as driven not
just by the music content but the scandal surrounding Jay-Z’s affair. This text therefore allows an interesting way to
teach pragmatics and semantics.
One of the introductory lessons to this text could be a music lesson. Select a range of Beyoncé and/or Jay-Z songs
from across their careers. As students listen to songs or read through lyrics they need to try and predict what was
happening in the lives of the artists at the time. You could also create a Beyoncé/Jay-Z timeline pre-tour with key
events and have this on the board to help support students match song lyrics to events. (The Even the Rich podcast
series below may help with this.) As well as this task allowing students to practise their skills in pragmatics and
semantics, it also teaches them the context surrounding the concert and references in the review.
This text is also particularly useful for teaching audience response and focusing on how a text is produced and
received (AO3). The online piece on The Guardian website still displays the online comment feed. Access to the
comment feed allows students to broaden their knowledge about how readers would, and in fact did, react to the
review and the concert. Students do obviously need to be aware that the online comments are not included in the
Anthology; although they can show the examiner wider knowledge so long as it is relevant to the exam extract.
Another whole-class activity that could stem from studying this text is non-fiction writing practice for AS
Component 1 and A Level Component 4. As well as using the text to get students practising writing reviews, it
could also be used for other popular text types such as memoirs and autobiographies. The review provides a lot
of information on the chronology of the relationship between the celebrity pair, which could be turned into either
a first or third person account of their relationship, thus expanding the range of non-fiction texts that students
encounter beyond those in the Anthology.
For students sitting the AS exam, possible Anthology texts for comparison with the music review could be either
the Marilyn Monroe obituary (as they are both online newspaper texts) or the daytime TV celebrity interview as
both texts explore the presentation of people who are in the public eye for a purpose. Students could consider
how individuals in the public eye are used to create effect or how personalities are presented with detailed
reference to these texts. In the This Morning interview, Hussain comments on becoming a public figure while
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struggling with a panic disorder and drawing on her own life in her work. In the music review, the writer discusses
how the marriage has a narrative arc and how both artists have distinct personalities on and off stage. Another
possible comparison could be a thematic one, in which students compare the presentation of the relationship
between Beyoncé and Jay-Z in the review and how O’Farrell presents her relationship with the man in ‘Cranium’.
Potential foil texts:
•

Dean Baquet, ‘Jay-Z Discusses Rap, Marriage and Being a Black Man in Trump’s America‘, The New York Times,
29th November 2017 (video and edited interview responses)

•

Regina Bradley and dream hampton, ‘The Record: Close To Home: A Conversation About Beyoncé’s ‘Lemonade’’,
NPR, 28th April 2016

•

Beyoncé, ‘Beyoncé in Her Own Words: Her Life, Her Body, Her Heritage‘, Vogue, 6th August 2018 (published in
The September Issue, Vogue’s biggest issue of the year)

•

Giles Hattersley, ‘Adele, Reborn: The British Icon Gets Candid About Divorce, Body Image, Romance & Her “SelfRedemption” Record’, British Vogue, 7th October 2021

•

Sam Wollaston, ‘Nadiya’s British Food Adventure review: smoked haddock and cheesy scones with the nation’s
darling’, The Guardian, 18th July 2017

•

Samira Ahmed, ‘Drive My Car film review, Shakespeare’s problem plays, the Great Yarmouth arts scene’, Front
Row, BBC Radio 4, 9th February 2022

•

Aricia Skidmore-Williams and Brooke Siffrinn, ‘Jay-Z and Beyoncé | Lemonade’, Even the Rich podcast, 16th June
2020 (audio only; download available)

•

Sheldon Pearce, ‘4.44 – Jay Z’, Pitchfork, 5th July 2017

•

Briana Younger, ‘Everything Is Love – The Carters’, Pitchfork, 19th June 2018

Diary writing
Diary writing is a common non-fiction genre that students are likely to have engaged with at other points in both
their personal life and study of English and other subjects. The diary form has also been used as a fictional form
throughout narrative fiction’s history, from Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe (1719) to Adrian Mole, Bridget Jones and Greg
Heffley. While diaries can range from detailed records of everyday minutiae to personal reflections on events and
the author’s feelings, the diary as non-fiction is generally conceived as a personal document.
Common conventions of diary writing
•

sections are referred to as entries

•

entries are organised by chronological date, often titles with date and location

•

written in the first person predominantly

•

can be written in past or present tense

•

audience tends to be the author themselves, or an imagined reader/friend

•

predominantly informal register

There are two diary entries in the Anthology, Pepys’ account of the Great Fire of London and Scott’s final entries
from his expedition in March 1912. Diarists’ motivations vary hugely, from recording the detail of personal,
everyday life, to preserving accounts of great moments for posterity.
While both Pepys and Scott chronicle moments and events that will later have significant historical importance,
the contexts of production and of reception are very different. Pepys’ account is of a large, communal disaster; a
conflagration consuming one of the largest cities in Europe at the time. Scott’s chronicle is of a more private (at
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the time) series of events – a small group of men holding out against extreme conditions. Scott knows the end is
coming and he uses his diary entries to record for posterity the bravery and resilience of his comrades as well as his
reflections on the situation they are in.
Students should, as with other texts, have the contexts of production and of (potential) reception in mind when
they study these texts. The ultimate context of reception is us, as 21st century readers – how do our social and
cultural filters affect the way we view these first person accounts from so long ago. Similar to other biographical
writing, a key issue with this text seems to be students’ ability to effectively apply and evaluate the context and
biographical elements of the source.
Captain Robert Scott
To establish some contextual knowledge of Scott’s diary, there are lots of informative and engaging digital
resources.
‘The deadly race to the South Pole’ is a part of Vox’s Darkroom series that focuses on the context of a famous
photograph. In it, Coleman Lowndes explores one of the last images of the Scott Expedition and the context of
their race with the Amundsen Expedition.
Given the familiarity that students have with the diary form, sometimes it can be challenging for them to consider
them through the framework of the language levels examined in this specification. Outlined below are some
starting points for engaging with language levels:
•

Discourse – As with the Pepys piece, Scott establishes dates (but the circumstances mean that there is some
uncertainty about this). The first entry is poetic and highly sensory, describing their unique experiences in the
landscape. Later entries give poignant narrative account of events alongside personal opinion. As with Pepys,
Scott’s last entries indicate a wish that his diary would be posthumously published – recording the men’s
ordeal and their valour.

•

Grammar – This changes with the different natures of the entries. Consider the use of noun phrases rather
than sentences in much of the initial entry. Scott’s syntax varies considerably in the later entries, with
increasing use of minor sentences as the ordeal takes its toll – his writing becomes almost telegraphic. In the
final entry, Scott returns to more standard syntax, albeit the entry is brief. Individuals and their deaths are
carefully recorded – almost as would be battlefield dispatches and in keeping with the military backgrounds
of the men. This makes one wonder how their relatives would have felt upon learning of how they died. As
a military leader, Scott would have been acutely aware of the importance of this information for bereaved
families.

•

Lexis and Semantics – Repeated use of Proper Nouns for people, specialist meteorological and geographical
features, use of triples (e.g. ’floundering, clawing and struggling’), nouns connected with sound ‘hiss’, ‘ring’,
‘patter’ to foreground the aural textures caused by the vastness, the snow and the weather.

•

Pragmatics – References to cultural mores and expectations, particularly early 20th century ideals of military
valour, resilience, tenacity and masculinity. Consider working with students on contemporary sources which
highlight these ideals (Victorian/ Edwardian ideals). There is an incremental sense, as the entries progress, of
fading hope then impending death, but with a resolute determination that this shall be met on their termsuntil the final entry’s resignation.

•

Phonology – Strong focus throughout the entries on sound. Consider the contrasting aural textures presented
and how the environment would have foregrounded these.

Samuel Pepys
For a light-hearted approach to understanding of the Great Fire of London, there are some episodes of children’s
programming that offer an easy way to get students started:
•

Horrible Histories, ‘Specials: 3. The Grisly Great Fire of London’, 5th September 2016 - ‘Horrible Histories’

•

Watch Magic Grandad: Samuel Pepys - Great Fire of London Magic Grandad’
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The Horrible Histories video also allows for AS practice at comparison of exam texts and offers a creative unseen
for the A Level. Although these videos are childish, they are engaging and give students a starting point in learning
about context.
Likewise there are other documentaries and videos that can help establish understanding of the historical events.
o
o
o

BBC Teach, ‘The story of The Great Fire of London’
BBC Homeschool History, ‘The Great Fire of London’
BBC Witness History, ‘Great Fire of London: Samuel Pepys and William Taswell’

One of the elements that concerns students regarding Pepys’ diary is its formal register and for some students, this
can seem inaccessible. You may want to explore the digitised Pepys Diary with students, which has annotations for
places and people.
You might consider creating a glossed/‘translated’ version of the text with your class, whether through the
commenting function in Microsoft Word, Google Docs or Adobe Acrobat, or working on them collaboratively
in the classroom. You could model glossing the first part of the text, then see if students can apply the same
principles to short sections of the text themselves, with a check before it is all pulled together. This could create a
collaborative ‘translation’ for later sharing.
Exemplar glossed text:
Pepys

Glossed

Some of our maids sitting up late last night to get
things ready against our feast to-day, Jane called us
up about three in the morning, to tell us of a great
fire they saw in the City. So I rose, and slipped on my
night-gown, and went to her window; and thought it
to be on the back side of Marke-lane at the farthest,
but being unused to such fires as followed, I thought it
far enough off; and so went to bed again, and to sleep.
About seven rose again to dress myself, and there
looked out at the window, and saw the fire not so much
as it was, and further off.

Some of our maids had stayed up late last night to get
things ready for the feast we are having today. One of
the maids, Jane, came up to our bedroom about three
o’clock in the morning to tell us there was a big fire
in the City of London. So, I got up and put on some
nightclothes and went to look out of Jane’s window. I
thought that the fire was as far away as the end of Mark
Lane, but, because I am not used to fires that got as big
as this one has, I thought it was far enough away from
our house so I went back to bed and went to sleep.
I got up again around 7am and got dressed, then I
looked out of the window. The fire seemed smaller than
it was and further away.

As outlined with the Scott, getting stuck into the language levels of the Pepys text can be daunting especially due
to its slightly unfamiliar language. Below are outlined some starting points:
•

Discourse – Establishes dates which is typical of diary schema, balance of narrative account of events
alongside personal opinion. As Pepys was a writer he may have been aware that his diary might be
posthumously published – therefore allows for high register and consistent use of literary devices.

•

Grammar – Predominantly complex declaratives. This matches the schema of a diary and narrative as Pepys
describes the events. The repeated use of declarative utterances and range of punctuation imply almost that
Pepys is describing each element he sees and potentially in chronological order. Some parenthetical clauses to
extend knowledge of people and places – again this implies a potential awareness of posthumous publishing
so key events and individuals are clarified.

•

Lexis and Semantics – Repeated use of proper nouns for geographical clarification: lists of three; emotive
verbs; semantic fields: Fire, London, People, Destruction.

•

Pragmatics – References to Fire of London and London – where the fire broke out. People involved in Pepys’
life.
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Phonology – Sounds of flames used in his writing and fricative alliteration of flames and fire. Use of sounds
of fire increases as diary progresses, this matching the destruction of the fire. The listing and use of multiple
declarative utterances present a sound of chaos and panic.

A final good introductory task to Pepys’ diary and as a link to non-fiction writing (for AS Component 1 and A Level
Component 4) is asking students to write their own diary entry of a fire, ideally before they have read Pepys’ diary.
Set them a scenario of a local fire and the task of writing a diary entry as they watch it spread. Other than setting
the scenario, try to give them as little guidance as possible. This will not only allow you to assess their ability to
write a diary but also provides an opportunity to give them exam practice for AS if required. Once the entry is
complete, the work can then be peer assessed as partners identify what kind of language they have used, what
register they have chosen and explain how they have used facts, opinions, thoughts, actions, etc. to present the
events. Once their work has been peer assessed, they can then compare similarities and differences to Pepys’
account. They can discuss how Pepys conveys language, register and events and discuss and compare the effects
created by both writers. Students can then use their work as the basis for a comparison piece on how two writers
have used diaries to present an event.
As they will be familiar with their own work, this could also be a good chance to address one of the other areas of
improvement identified in the 2018 A Level Examiner’s Report: “candidates who struggled to find their own words
for meanings in the text tended repeatedly to invoke the words of the question, for example repeatedly saying
that [Jamie] Oliver ‘expressed opinions easily’ or ‘gave information in both texts’, without specific exploration of
what or how. In most of the highest level responses, the question was implicit rather than referred to directly. In
these cases, the candidates’ direction came from the texts themselves, the connections they made between them,
and the language levels they selected in response to them.”
While the exam question will always provide a steer, you need to be explicitly teaching students to have a clear
line of argument focused on the question (AO1) this does not mean that they just repeat themselves, or indeed
the question paper, in their answer. By using their own writing alongside Pepys, students will be less worried about
knowing the content and so instead the teaching focus could be on how to forge lines of argument (AO1) and
comparisons (AO4) using the language levels as the foci.
Potential foil texts
•

Hugh Muir and Rosie Cowan, ‘Four bombs in 50 minutes – Britain suffers its worst-ever terror attack’, The
Guardian, 8 July 2005 (archived copy linked)

•

Eileen Younghusband, Diaries 1917 - 1930

•

Kings College London, ‘The Great Fire of London – what impact did it have on the city?’, 2nd September 2016

•

Christie’s, ‘Journals from Captain Scott’s Polar Expedition’, 3rd December 2018

•

‘Scott of the Antarctic – Interview with Sir Ranulph Fiennes’, 29th November 2016

•

Daniel Defoe, A Journal of the Plague Year, (1722) (a scanned version is here; a HTML version is here)

•

Diary entries and accounts of The Blitz: http://www.massobs.org.uk/images/booklets/Blitz.pdf

•

E. Ita Ekpenyon Some Experiences of an African Air Raid Warden (1943), Westminster Archives

•

Sally McNamara Ivey, ‘What I’ve learned from reading over 10,000 diaries’, TED Talk, 7th January 2022

•

Mia Moran, Dear Video Diary #1, 17th March 2015

Interview
Interview is a broad category and within the Anthology there are four types represented: political interview, news
interview, documentary interview, and celebrity interview. An interview is usually a spoken conversation involving
two or more people in which the interviewer attempts to elicit ideas, facts or statements from the interviewee(s).
Despite the similarities in interview conventions, the interviews themselves can vary hugely from intimate and
friendly to hugely combative dependent on the purpose, audience, situation and relationship between the
participants.
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Generally speaking, the instrumental power in an interview rests with the interviewer. It is they who, convention
dictates, direct the questions and have control of topic changes. But it is important for students to remember that
the interviewee holds a different type of power, for their input is usually the primary purpose of the interaction.
Many interviewers have status in their own right, garnered through reputations for different interview styles. One
class research activity you might set is asking students to research different interviewers and their most famous
interviews, for example Michael Parkinson and Helen Mirren or Meg Ryan, BBC’s Mishal Husain, Alan Carr, Jeremy
Paxman, or Oprah Winfrey for example. Students could transcribe a short section of an interview of their choice for
analysis and present this, using relevant theory and language levels either to the class or to small groups.
This activity could help students to appreciate the huge range represented by the term ‘interview’, from chatty,
informal celebrity interviews in which the discuss their latest album, film or book to very formal interviews like
a police interview under caution. Students could even consider parodic interviews, or scripted crime drama
interviews to interrogate different interview conventions.
Features of spoken discourse that might be helpful to consider include:
Adjacency pairs
Backchannel behaviour
Deixis
Discourse marker
Elision
Ellipsis
False start/ repairs
Fillers
Hedges
Holding the floor

Interactional/ transactional talk
Interruption
Overlap
Non-fluency features
Paralinguistic features
Phatic talk
Tag question
Topic marker
Turn taking
Utterance

In order to study interviews where we’re looking at multiple speakers in conversation, conversation analysis will
be a crucial approach to introduce. You may wish to develop this through the introduction of linguistic theory, for
some further information on this please see the Introducing linguistic theory section of this resource.
For all of the interview texts, encourage students firstly to consider and explore the contexts of production and of
reception. Who are the participants? What is their reason for being part of the interview? What is their relative role
or status in the interview? What are the key points they are trying to convey about their thoughts, feelings and
experiences? Is this interview collaborative? Or are there elements of conflict or competition?
Then, using the language levels and conceptual/theoretical approaches, consider the interactions in the interview.
The Frost Tapes: Frost/Biden Bonus
o
o
o
o

How does Frost use questions to elicit responses from Biden?
What techniques does Biden use to convey his key points (e.g. anecdote, use of affiliative pronouns, use of
embedded speech, both real quotation and created?)
What features are there that show this interaction is not wholly pre-crafted?
How does Biden present his adversaries?

Jeremy Paxman: Interview with Dizzee Rascal and Valerie Amos, Newsnight
o
o
o
o
o

Version 1

Does Paxman question Rascal and Amos differently? If so how and why?
How do the participants’ language use differ in terms of formality and intent? How does this link to their
roles and their personas? On what levels do you see this? Lexical/ grammatical/ phonological?
How do the participants address each other? What does this signify?
Is there any facework in the interview? If so, who uses this and how?
What types of questions are used and how are they used?
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This American Life: ‘Three Miles’
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

How is the interview embedded into the wider piece to interrogate and lend support to the key points?
Why has the interview been used? Verisimilitude? The immediacy of a first person account?
What is the impact of the voice over and interjections between interview segments?
What types of questions are used and how are they used to elicit information from Melanie?
Are there other techniques or utterance types used to encourage Melanie and elicit information (e.g. backchannelling, supportive overlap)
Is there any Facework in the interview? If so, who uses this and how?
How do the participants’ language use differ in terms of formality and intent? How does this link to their
roles and relative ages? On what levels do you see this? Lexical/ grammatical/ phonological?
How does turn taking function in this interview?

This Morning: Nadiya Hussain Talks Food, Family and Fame, 2019
o
o
o
o
o
o

How do the presenters use different utterance functions to elicit information from Nadiya Hussain and
prompt further elaboration (e.g. declaratives as well as interrogatives)?
What techniques does Hussain use to convey her key points (e.g. anecdote, use of pronouns, use of
embedded speech)?
Is there any evidence that Hussain is nervous or hesitant at points in the interview (e.g. minimal responses,
in the section on anxiety).
Is there any facework in the interview? If so, who uses this and how?
Are there other techniques or utterance types used to encourage Hussain and elicit information (e.g. backchannelling, supportive overlap).
Who directs the interview/ holds the floor at differing moments? Why is this?

Potential foil texts
•

Marc Fisher, ‘The two sides of Joe Biden’, The Washington Post, 13th January 2021

•

‘Full transcript of Joe Biden’s inauguration speech’, BBC News, 20th January 2021

•

‘In conversation with: Baroness Valerie Amos’, Universities UK, 14th December 2021

•

‘What will Obama’s election mean for race relations in America?’, Monitor on Psychology Vol. 40 Issue 2, February
2009

•

‘The Guardian view on educational inequality: no quick fixes’, The Guardian, 6th September 2020

•

LSE’s Inequalities Twitter feed: @lseinequalities

•

Nadiya Hussain, ‘Nadiya Hussain’s Thirty-Clove Garlic Chicken with Roti Jalla’ reposted from Nadiya’s Fast
Flavours on The Happy Foodie

•

Nadiya Hussain, ‘About Me’

•

Sharnaz Shahid, ‘Exclusive: Nadiya Hussain reveals sweet tradition she’s passed down to her children’, Hello
Magazine

Private letters
Letter writing has been labelled a dying art in a fast-moving, more rapidly interconnected world. Many young
people might have written a letter only in school as an academic exercise, so it is helpful to encourage students to
imagine the historical and socio-cultural contexts of production and reception of the letters in the Anthology. Who
was the sender? Who the recipient? What was their relationship? What was the writer’s purpose?
All of the letters in the Anthology are highly crafted and reflective of the fact that letter writing and committing
words to the page often went beyond the necessity of communicating basic information. A functional letter from
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the trenches about the return of a soldier from convalescence would differ greatly from Thomas’ poetic description
of the shelled landscape. The letter from Isabella Bird to her sister goes beyond merely documenting her route
and includes cultural comment on gender roles and perceptions.
The National Archives have digitised a number of love letters spanning several centuries. These are digitised
images, often manuscripts, and some are much harder to read to an untrained eye, although some are more
accessible. They are arranged by theme (e.g. betrayal, legacy, reputation, etc.) Warwick University also has an
archive of letters from soldiers fighting in the First World War.
A helpful classroom exercise could be to ask students to select one of the letters that they find particularly
interesting and ask them to explain why. Select a manageable number of the most popular texts chosen and use
them in class to explore contexts of production and reception, as well as any features and conventions that they
discover.
Students could consider:
•

What is the letter’s purpose; is it purely personal, or is there a possible secondary audience for whom facts and
events might be documented and described?

•

How are tone and tenor created and what does this suggest about the relationship between the sender and
the recipient?

•

How do the salutation and valediction reflect the conventions of the time? Do they seem impersonal, even
‘stuffy’, or conversely very informal and affectionate (as per the Thomas letters)?

•

What is described in the letter – and how is this described, e.g. events, landscapes, feelings, relationships? What
might this suggest about the writer’s purpose?

Once students have carried out this exercise, students could be asked to apply the same considerations to the
Anthology letters. A writing task could be to draw up a guide for best practice in letter writing conventions
for the two time periods covered in the Anthology text – but with the caveat that these conventions can differ
substantially dependent upon the relationship between the writer and the recipient.
In the Potential foil texts, below, there are a number of texts that are accounts of events similar to those
experienced by the writers of the letters. In the practice comparisons of the pairings, consider asking students
to foreground comparisons of how the writers/ speakers present their experiences dependent on the different
methods and channels of communication they are using.
Potential foil texts
•

Bill Bryson, A Walk in the Woods: Rediscovering America on the Appalachian Trail (Doubleday, 1997). Excerpt
about a bear encounter is available

•

Allison Anderson, ‘Video Blog: My Solo Road Trip to Wyoming: Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks
Itinerary’ (Auto-generated captions available at link.)

•

Tracy Ross, ‘Seven Reasons Isabella Bird Should Be Your New Role Model’, 4th January 2019

•

Han Zhang, ‘Rereading Sanmao, The Taiwanese Wayfarer Who Sold Fifteen Million Books’, The New Yorker, 31st
March 2020

•

Hollie Rubenstein, ‘Jessica Nabongo’, The Travel Diaries podcast, 9th November 2021

•

R. G. Thomas, ‘Prof. R. G. Thomas interviews Edward Thomas’ family and friends - Part 1’, Special Collections
& Archives, Cardiff University, 1967 (This collection has further recordings with family and friends, as well as
separate recordings with Helen Thomas and her children with Edward.)

•

Private A. F. MacPherson, ‘Account Battle of Arras: 15th to 24th April 1917’

•

Imperial War Museum, ‘Voices of the First World War: Podcast 30 - Women’s War Services’

•

BBC, ‘Harry Patch: Never spoke about the war until he turned a 100 years old’, The Last Tommy gallery
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Nadine Muller, ‘An Interview With Maggie Goren’, War Widows Stories, 5th June 2017 (Maggie Goren’s
grandfather, Lance Corporal Matthew Evans, died in the First World War, leaving behind his wife, Annie, who
was pregnant with their fourth child. Transcript available at link.)

Satire
In the 2017 AS Level Examiners’ Report, it was flagged that students’ understanding of satire was not always secure.
Teaching time is precious, but there is a danger of assuming that students grasp more than they do. Satire is an
important element of non-fiction texts so it’s important for students to be able to distinguish what makes a work
satirical, how satire is used and created.
In a nutshell, satire is “a literary work that ridicules its subject through the use of techniques such as exaggeration,
reversal, incongruity, and/or parody in order to make a commentor criticism about it.” Students need to break this
definition down by exploring and understanding what these elements are:
•

Exaggeration: To enlarge, increase, or represent something beyond normal bounds so that it becomes
ridiculous and its faults can be seen.

•

Incongruity: To present things that are out of place or are absurd in relation to their surroundings.

•

Reversal: To present the opposite of the normal order (e.g., the order of events, hierarchical order).

•

Parody: To imitate the techniques and/or style of some person, place, or thing.

As a genre, it has a long and storied history reaching back to Ancient Roman and Greek writing. You may want
to explore the genre’s history with students (in which case this introduction by Oregon State University is quite
accessible, as is this lecture by Professor Allison Muri) but, more important is understanding how writers construct
their satirical work and who is being ridiculed. In Swift’s case, he takes aim at attitudes towards the poor in Ireland.
Satire as a genre is most often associated with political commentary but satire is used to comment on many arenas
not just politics. Using the ‘Robin Hood’ scene in Dreamworks’ Shrek (2001) can be an accessible introductory text
to satire. In this short scene, Robin Hood is positioned not as a noble thief thinking of the poor but a lascivious
mercenary. Fiona’s distaste for his bragging and her use of martial arts can be seen as a reversal of the usual fairy
tale order (damsel in distress saved by dashing hero) as well as incongruous within the setting. Moreover, the
freeze-frame and camera revolve are intentionally parodying The Matrix which had come out only two years earlier.
Programmes like Blackadder, The Office and What We Do in the Shadows also work with satire in narrative ways
while political satire is a mainstay of comedy television and radio with Mock the Week, Have I Got News For You, The
Now Show and The Bugle among others, as well as in publication like the defunct Punch and current Private Eye
magazine.
Munya Chawawa’s satirical video in the wake of Marcus Rashford’s campaigning on free school meals is a great
comparison to Swift’s essay. The focus on the callous, unfeeling or wilfully ignorant behaviour of the rich across
both texts will allow students to focus immediately on how both writers achieve this, even though the two text
types are markedly different. Students need to be prepared for comparing very different text types and for links to
go beyond the most obvious. The texts may be separated by nearly three centuries, but they share some common
attitudes to social inequality and injustice.
Potential foil texts:
•

Alexandra Petri, ‘Trump’s budget makes perfect sense and will fix America, and I will tell you why’, The
Washington Post, 16th March 2017

•

Susan Straight, ‘A Modest, Modern Proposal – updated for the Trump administration’, The Guardian, 12th
February 2017

•

Sarah Cooper, ‘9 Non-Threatening Leadership Strategies for Women’ excerpted from How to Be Successful
Without Hurting Men’s Feelings (2018)
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•

Barry Gillard, ‘Two Pamphleteers: The Rivalry of Swift and Defoe’, Quadrant Magazine, 6th September 2021

•

Munya Chawawa, ‘MP responds to backlash over free school meals’, 22nd October 2020

•

Mattie Lubchansky, ‘Brands Love Pride‘, from Be Gay, Do Comics! Queer History, Memoir and Satire from The Nib
ed. Matt Bors

•

Malcolm Gladwell, ‘The Satire Paradox’, Revisionist History, 18th August 2016 (transcript available)

•

Michael Spicer, ‘The Room Next Door – Prince Andrew’, 20th November 2019

•

‘How Punch magazine changed everything’, Illustration Chronicles

•

James Mahoney, ‘Sketched in the West of Ireland’, The Illustrated London News, 13th February 1847 (reproduced
by Views of the Famine)

•

Mark Twain, ‘Advice to Youth’, 1882

Parody
Parody, with its close relationship to satire, is a really important non-fiction genre for students to get to grips
with, not least because of its particular engagement with pragmatics. Within the Anthology, the Horrible
Histories extract is our main source of parody. It is an extract that students enjoying studying but can initially find
articulating their ideas about it hard in assessments.
While parody can be used as a tool in satirical writing, parody in and of itself is often about mimicry and can draw
attention to flaws or overused conventions. It can also enable exploration of difficult or complex topics through
the adoption of another text type’s conventions and patterns. This means that when analysing parody, students
need to grapple with the dual elements of the subject matter being parodied and the genre conventions used or
subverted. This is where student understanding how semantics and pragmatics work can be particularly useful.
Parody tends to make particular use of hyperbole and inversion, as well as trivialising or ridiculing serious or
important subjects. The aim of parody is not usually to critique in and of itself, except when used for satirical
purposes. There is a rich history of parody enabling understanding of difficult or complex topics which Horrible
Histories sits within. The Horrible Histories is a piece of educational children’s television and both the programme
and books rely on a solid grounding in historical fact communicated through its use of humour. Likewise, Gharib
is able to use graphic non-fiction to parody different genres (a girls’ magazine quiz, a recipe page, a good conduct
guide) in her work to help communicate the difficult and nuanced emotional realities of her childhood.
Students should be encouraged consistently to explore how genre conventions are subverted in parody texts and
on which framework levels (discourse, lexico-semantic, pragmatic etc). This could be a collaborative highlighting
exercise – so, how many subversions can students spot? how many points are genre conventions adhered to?
Subversions and convention adhesion could be coded in different colours. Make sure to discuss how they feel this
balance helps contribute to the humour of the text.
Students may well have grown up with Horrible Histories and teachers may be able to capitalise on this preknowledge. You may want to begin teaching with an introduction to the original book series. Students could
select a double page spread at random, photocopy it and then annotate it for features. Written in a mix of graphic
non-fiction and longer text sections, students could apply some of their understanding from studying other
multimodal texts in the writers’ use of visual and textual elements. Students can then carousel their annotations
to see if there are any patterns in techniques used across a range of Horrible Histories texts. This then allows for a
starting point with their analysis of the Anthology extract and identifying what is typical of the Horrible Histories
schema.
It is crucial that students do watch some clips or episodes of Horrible Histories so that they understand the
sketch show format and the characterisation involved, as well as a range of television weather reports. This
contextualising can enable a better understanding of the pragmatics at work in the extract.
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It is really important to emphasis to students that Horrible Histories is about making learning fun for children, as a
response to more traditional educational texts on the subject. The activity above can be taken further, if teaching
time allows, and in their pairs, students can have a go at creating their own double page spread for a Horrible
Histories text. Asking them to create a future period works quite well for this. This also works as NEA practice and
makes them apply the schema of Horrible Histories, work with graphology and just have some fun!
Potential foil texts
•

‘Weather News with Michael Fish,’ BBC, 15th October 1987

•

Met Office, ‘Red Warning for Storm Eunice’, 17th February 2022

•

Peter Frankopan, The Silk Roads, (Bloomsbury, 2018) an extract from the US edition is available online

•

Olivette Otele, African Europeans: An Untold History (C Hurst & Co, 2020), an extract is available online

•

Edward Sylvester Ellis, Epochs in American History (A Flanage, 1896)
o

University of Pittsburgh has a range of 19th century schoolbooks digitised and available online.

•

Munya Chawawa, ‘Coronavirus vs Toilet Rolls’, 16th March 2020

•

Maya Oppenheim, ‘Kirstie Allsopp lambasts The Guardian for parody Location, Location, Location video
tackling rocketing housing prices‘, The Independent, 15th March 2016 (for context The Guardian’s ‘Exploitation,
Exploitation: A Property Show for Millenials’)

•

Daniel Lavery, ‘How To Tell If You Are In A Charles Dickens Novel’, The Toast, 22nd April 2014

•

‘A Neolithic Cathedral?’, Time Team Series 12 Episode 5, 30th January 2005

•

Ian Mortimer, The Time Traveller’s Guide to Medieval English: A Handbook for Visitors to the Fourteenth Century
(Bodley Head, 2008). Some extracts are available online.

•

Rekha Shankar, ‘If You Want My Blueberry-Muffin Recipe, You Must Read This Crazy-Long Preamble First’,
The New Yorker, 11th August 2018

Multimodal texts
Multimodal texts use two or more semiotic systems rather than a linear, text-based mode. We tend to talk about
five broad semiotic systems as below:
•

linguistic (language, both spoken and written)

•

visual (still and moving images)

•

audio (voice, music, sounds, prosody)

•

gestural (paralinguistic features)

•

spatial (direction, position and proximity etc).

Examples in the Anthology include: the NSPCC advert, Sophie Arthur’s blog, and Malaka Gharib’s I Was Their
American Dream.
Students can often identify different elements of mode and can identify a multimodal text, but sometimes do not
explore the significance of the different modal elements and how these combine to make meaning. Multimodality
is very much a feature of the digital world and so students who’ve grown up in a more multimodal world, may find
this mix of modes less remarkable. For a really interesting and accessible read on the linguistics of online culture,
Gretchen McCulloch’s Because Internet may be a helpful starting point.
With this context in mind, it can be helpful to encourage students to compare a multimodal text with the same
text in a purely text-based mode when first getting students to engage with multimodality. One way to do this
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might be to compare the NSPCC advertisement with a charity donation request letter written in text only – there
are many templates and examples on the internet.
When the two texts are put side by side, which one is the more effective? Or emotive? Why is this? And which
multimodal features make the NSPCC text successful?
The multimodal elements in the Soph Talks Science blog are more minimal, but they still add much to the tone and
tenor of the blog. How do the images combine with the voice and tenor that Soph creates in this blog? Do they
strike the balance between serious scientist and boundary-pushing young digital communicator? How about the
semiotics of the pseudo-graphology of the valediction?
Please see the section on Graphic Non-Fiction and Graphic Memoir for a fuller discussion of the multimodal
features of I Was Their American Dream.
Potential foil texts
•

Raina Telgemeier, Guts, (Scholastic, 2019) excerpt available.

•

Ian Sample, ‘NSPCC warns of lockdown’s toll on children’s mental health’, The Guardian, 9th November 2020

•

Deborah Evanson and Joanna Wilson, ‘COVID-19: six months on the frontline’, Imperial College London

•

Tiffany Hsu, ‘The Advertising Industry Has a Problem: People Hate Ads’, The New York Times, 28th October 2019

•

Sisi Wei, Nick Fortugno, Kevitha Surana, Matt Katz and Lylla Younes, ‘The Waiting Game’, Pro Publica

•

Column Five, ‘A Well-Balanced Blog: Infographic Design’ (direct link to infographic)

•

‘Who’s your style icon?’, Seventeen Magazine, November 2008

•

Peter Arkle, ‘This Infographic Will Teach You How To Eat Sushi Without Looking Like an Idiot’, Matador,
4th September 2015

•

‘Brexit By Numbers’, Sky News

•

Nicky Case, ‘The Madness and/or Wisdom of Crowds’, April 2018

•

‘Bundyville: The Remnant’, Oregon Public Broadcasting and Longreads
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Introducing linguistic theory
As this is a combined qualification, students should be exposed to linguistic theory and analysis over the course
of the specification. One of the most obvious places to introduce this is in response to the Anthology. The study
of linguistics takes into account both written and spoken language and explores the structure of language and its
use.
Some of the theorists’ work below is conducted with reference to written or spoken language but, students should
think about the ways in which theoretical approaches are looking specifically at spoken language how ideas about
dynamics and principles may translate or shift in written language and vice versa.
A simple way that theory could be introduced is either through a research project or as class homework. Some
broad areas of study could include: power, gender, race, class, politeness, semiotics. We’ve listed below a number
of theorists whose work could be explored in relation to many of the Anthology texts:
•

Roland Barthes’s work on semiotics, construction of meaning; the relationship between reader and writer;
signifier and signified

•

Basil Bernstein’s work on restricted vs elaborated code; links between language and social class

•

Erving Goffman’s work on face and socialising

•

Penelope Brown and Stephen C. Levinson’s work on pragmatics, face, and politeness theory

•

Norman Fairclough’s work on instrumental/influential power

•

Howard Giles’s work on accommodation theory; convergence; divergence

•

H. P. Grice’s work on conversation theory; ‘cooperative principle’; conversational maxims

•

William O’Barr and Barry Atkins’s work on social status; context; gender; ‘powerless language’

•

Don Zimmerman and Candace West’s work on gender; dominance model; interruption

For the research project, students could then make a handout on each of the theorists and their work (if this
is a class homework then a student could become an ‘expert’ in one particular theory and make a handout for
the whole class). In their handouts, they could include a summary of key aspects and important details of the
theory; explanation about how this applies to their understanding of language; and an explanation about why it
is relevant. This could then be taken further by asking the students to include in their worksheets, or as a starter
activity in a lesson, which of the Anthology texts their theory could link to and why. In addition, for a critical
interpretation of a reader, your most able students could consider the effect that the theory would have on a
reader’s interpretation of a text.
•

Bernstein’s work on elaborated and restricted code could be considered alongside several texts in the
Anthology, for example, the ‘Three Miles’ text lends itself well to this in terms of comment on social class.

•

The Gillard speech could be used alongside O’Barr and Atkins’ work on gender and powerless language – but
to show how this is very dependent on context (i.e. women can use powerful ‘male’ language).

•

Fairclough’s work on Synthetic Personalisation could be used in analysis of the NSPCC leaflet and Kress and van
Leeuwen in work on both the NSPCC leaflet and ‘I Was Their American Dream’.

Rich discussions could be had around Fairclough’s work on instrumental and influential power in relation to a
number of texts, including Chief Joseph’s speeches. Brown and Levinson could be used to explore the Paxman and
Nadiya Hussain interactions as well as the Gillard speech.
Once the research has been completed, students can then be actively encouraged to try to include a theorist in
their line of argument and ideally not as a tag on but as central to the point they’re making about the text. This will
potentially allow for a more perceptive and interesting essay and analysis of texts. Students are mostly confident
analysing what is typical or atypical in a schema; these theories allow them to take this further.
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It’s important that students feel confident by the end of their studies in selecting approaches and theories that
help them analyse the texts provided in relevant and valuable ways. For example, if during the A Level Component
1 the unseen text were a conversation transcript, a comparison of gender roles would make for a more critical and
original interpretation rather than just focusing on how the protagonists’ speech meets, flouts or violates Grice’s
Maxims. By extending students’ theoretical knowledge, this will also help with NEA assignments, as they will be
able to offer deeper insights into analysis and interpretation of how a text is produced and received.

Resources on linguistics
You may want to look at some of the resources we put together for our A Level English Language qualification,
including a glossary of key terms and theories as well as a guide to theorists.
There are also some great introductory works on linguistics from the popular science approach taken by David
Crystal to introductory readers. There is also the excellent Crash Course Linguistics written and designed by
Gretchen McCulloch and Lauren Gawne (of the Lingthusiasm podcast); McCullock and Gawne have also developed
Mutual Intelligibility resources to sit alongside their syllabus.
We’ve named a few below and focused on sociolinguistics as a helpful sub-discipline for studying the Anthology
but there are lots out there to look at.
•

David Crystal, The English Language (Penguin, Second Edition 2002)

•

ed. Janet Holmes and Nick Wilson, An Introduction to Sociolinguistics (Routledge, Fifth Edition 2017) The third
edition is available for free rental online.

•

ed. Ronald Wardhaugh and Janet M. Fuller, An Introduction to Sociolinguistics (Wiley-Blackwell, Eighth Edition
2021) The sixth edition is available for free rental online.

•

Sharon K. Deckert and Caroline H. Vickers, An Introduction to Sociolinguistics, (Continuum, 2011)

•

The Open Educational Resource by Press Books, Essentials of Linguistics is a great resource although aimed
particularly at Canadian students.
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Finding foils within the Anthology (AS Level)
If preparing for the AS, you may want to think about how various extracts from the anthology could be used as
foils for each other. A foil could be a text that:
•

deals with the same subject matter, in a different genre or text type

•

is another example of the same genre or form being used in a different way

•

uses a similar perspective in a different text type

You may want to think about grouping texts by structural approaches or use of perspective. For example, there are
several extracts that rely on first person accounts such as Chief Joseph and Edward VIII’s speeches, the Edward and
Helen Thomas letters and the Maggie O’Farrell memoir.
You could also ask students to group texts by their general thematic content, for example the exploration of
momentous cultural moments such as Alistair Cooke’s obituary for Marilyn Monroe, Scott’s Polar exploration
diaries, Pepys’ diary on the Great Fire of London.
You could also start with a particular text, for example the Horrible Histories extract, and map ways in which at least
four texts could connect to or contrast it in terms of approach. For example:
•

Letter from Isabella Lucy Bird, as it explains an unfamiliar place and culture to a novice

•

Jonathan Swift’s A Modest Proposal, given its use of satire and manipulation

•

Sophie Arthur ‘About’ blog page, which attempts to demystify specialist subject content

•

Malaka Gharib’s I Was Their American Dream, for her own use of parody as well as her representation of complex
content and rapid movement between different areas of content
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Tackling the unseen (A Level)
One of the challenges for A Level students is being able to compare an Anthology text to an unseen text under
exam conditions. Although students will have experience from GCSE with unseen non-fiction texts, students will
be needing to apply both linguistic and literary approaches in their comparative analysis of the two texts. It’s really
important that students studying for the A Level see this work as building on the solid foundation they received at
GCSE, rather than a wholly new set of skills.
The unseen text will function as a foil to whichever Anthology text is selected. This could be a text that:
•

deals with the same subject matter, in a different genre or text type

•

is written or spoken by the same person, showing them using language in a different way

•

is another example of the same genre or text type being used in a different way

•

is a response to the original text.

The majority of past papers have tended to pair a spoken text with a written text, but this is not always the case.
It is important for students to be prepared for unseen foils which may be less immediately ‘obvious’ but texts
selected tend to share a thematic concern. It will be useful to spend some time teasing out the range of thematic
concerns each Anthology text can be said to be responding to.
A key part of preparing for Component 1 is getting students used to planning effectively. As our Principal Examiner
wrote in Summer 2018,
For a number of candidates, any gained time would be well spent on planning. Some candidates
seemed to launch straight into their writing; this seemed to be a significant factor in underachievement
at all levels of the mark scheme. Such responses were characterised by a lack of control at sentence
level and a lack of cohesion at whole-text level, with a tendency towards self-contradiction and a less
than considered response to the texts.
The role of context (AO3)
In this component, students are also assessed on their understanding of the influence of contextual factors on the
texts. This means that students need to take some time, while planning, to think about the ways the contexts of
each text’s production and reception shape choices made by the text producer as well as shape our understanding
of what the text is doing. In our Examiners’ Report for Summer 2019, our Principal Examiner wrote:
There is a distinction to be made between, on the one hand, evidencing contextual knowledge which
is more or less relevant and, on the other, showing understanding of the significance of contextual
factors. […] Higher-scoring responses tended skilfully to slot each text back into its original context,
and to consider different aspects of these contexts throughout their analysis
When it comes to the context of the unseen text, students should generate understanding from the text itself,
supplemented by any information provided in the introductory blurb. It’s important that students avoid “vague,
sweeping summaries of audience and purpose” and instead think about what the text itself reveals about the
contextual factors during its production and how context may affect an audience’s understanding.

Using unseen texts
It is important to provide plenty of opportunity for students to compare a written and a spoken text, which can
be challenging. They will need guidance on how to approach these texts and focus their analysis to provide a
relevant and focused response with secure AO1. When students panic, their exam responses can become a list of
what one text includes and the other does not with basic explanations as to why. By incorporating a good range of
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challenging foils into your teaching then hopefully students will be judicious in their comparisons of the texts they
encounter in the exam.
It could be productive to consider a focus on personality, persona and projected persona. Setting an assignment,
which focuses on how personalities or alter egos are presented, allows for a detailed exploration regarding how
language can be manipulated to create a character and the audience response to that.
A good lesson starter for this could be to listen to a stand-up comedian sketch and evaluate what type of character
they are performing and why. They could then watch the clip to see if paralinguistics support their initial point of
view. This understanding could then be applied to several texts in the Anthology that explore self-presentations:
the George Saunders’ speech; the interview with Nadiya Hussain; Isabella Bird’s letter; Maggie O’Farrell’s memoir;
‘This American Life’. Whereas the Beyoncé and Jay-Z review and Cooke’s Marilyn Monroe obituary provide
opportunities to examine presentations of others and comment on their projected personas.
A great challenge for students is to try and outwit their teacher by sourcing their own foils to an Anthology text
which seem, on the surface, only tenuously linked. The teacher then needs to work out which Anthology text the
unseen would link to and why. Even when the unseen is by the same person as a text included in the Anthology (as
for the Jamie Oliver texts in the 2018 A Level Paper 1 exam), students can still struggle with connections which are
perceptive and detailed. If students are only sitting the A Level and not the AS, unseen foils need to be introduced
early on in the course with a recommendation that comparison is regularly involved in lessons to help students see
connections between linguistic and literary features quickly across texts.
Venn diagrams can be a great way to identify and plan connections, particularly as a way to start getting students
engaged with using the language levels. Students could start by drawing a circle in the middle of a page and write
down a specific Anthology text in the middle. They then need to draw five circles around the outside with each
one overlapping with the middle of the flower. Each of these petals is then labelled with one of the following:
unseen discourse, unseen grammar, unseen lexis and semantics, unseen pragmatics and unseen phonology. (See
Appendix B for a blank template for a ‘Venn flower’ for you to use.)
Students then need to complete the diagram by writing down any features of the levels identified in linked unseen
text and in the overlap write down any similar techniques, which are used in the Anthology text. Alternatively, the
unseen text could be the heart of the flower and therefore they are focusing on analysing the exam text they are
familiar with instead. In the first example, using the unseen around the outside forces students to revise the exam
text and consider how many techniques they can remember, and it prompts them to not just consider the unseen
as an add-on for the exam but instead make it the focus of the planning.
It is an excellent idea to put together your own Anthology of unseen texts for students. If compiled towards the
start of the A Level course and used alongside the OCR Anthology, students can use their independent study time
to find connections and comparisons. An example of an annotated foil and an essay plan for a comparison task
featuring an unseen could be included at the start so that then students can work on this without the support of
their class teacher. The more unseen texts that students access and work with, the less daunting the exam will be.
Students will be able to identify and explore connections quickly and identify purpose, audience, context and text
type without just relying and repeating the synopsis box provided.
Once students begin to feel more confident about the unseen element of the A Level exam, they can begin to use
the foils you have provided as style models to discover their own unseen texts. However, be aware of students’
ability to study from the internet effectively. Do make sure students are seeking out authentic texts, that are
verifiable if featuring news content, and that they cite their sources accurately. ‘Google Scholar’ is a useful search
engine; some university libraries are trying to branch out into secondary schools and allow A Level students access
to their facilities, so this could be an avenue worth exploring to ensure that the foils the students are finding are of
merit. Some reliable sources of a wide range of non-fiction texts include:
•

the British Library

•

the National Archives
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the University of Warwick’s Digital Archives including political leaflets and ephemera, collections relating to
women’s wright, the Russian Revolution, labour relations in the 19th and 20th century, the First World War;
Britain, Empire and migration

These independently sourced texts could then be used for revision lessons led by students. They could be asked to
create a half-hour lesson to present their Anthology text and foil to the rest of the class and include:
•

a handout/worksheet

•

annotation guidance

•

essay plan suggestions.

In this way, students are taking ownership of their revision and actively engaging with consolidating learning.
Depending on your class size, this could be personalised, and each student could be assigned a specific Anthology
text to work on, find a foil for it and present back to everyone. This could also be completed earlier in the course
and be used as good practice for the NEA essay planning, with students being proactive about finding texts
independently for comparison and not being reliant on the teacher for guidance.
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Writing their own non-fiction
Regardless of whether or not students are sitting the AS Level or the full A Level course, they need to know how
to write accurate and effective non-fiction texts. Now is the time to capitalise on the writing skills acquired during
studying the new GCSE English specifications.
However, the Moderator Reports still state that this is an area of weakness for students. One key aspect the 2018
Moderator’s Report flagged for both Component 1 (AS) and Component 4 (A Level) was that “lower-level responses
had a more confused sense of genre.” Students need to explore style models, build familiarity with codes and
conventions and practise using them:
A clear sense of the conventions of the non-fiction form in question is a precursor to successful text
production. Discovering and exploring a range of different style models is excellent preparation for
this element, just as it is for preparing for the Component 1 examination. Such analysis doesn’t need
to lead to a too-dogged replication of style models, and is not antithetical to AO5 creativity. The best
work will be innovative and at times highly original. Students can and will break rules but knowing
what the ‘rules’ are in the first place, and why they’re breaking them, is likely to lead to much more
convincing pieces of work.
This idea was echoed again in our 2019 Moderator’s Report along with a reminder about the role of style models in
helping generate effective planning and introductions:
Referencing the specific style models studied in the introduction can be an effective way of
foregrounding choices of form, structure and language, and even if a style model isn’t referenced in the
introduction the use of such is important in the drafting process of the original writing. It can be useful
for candidates to cite very specific style models studied for the component […]. The original writing
that follows then becomes, in part, an exercise in shaping language to reflect particular conventions
and meet the expectations of a defined audience.
One of the key text types to focus on is the use of blogs, which is a form that has proven popular among A Level
students for the original non-fiction non-exam assessment (NEA) piece. However, it also is an area of weakness:
Again this year some of the blogs produced were rather shapeless. It is important that if a candidate
chooses this form they have passion and expertise in an area that they would genuinely like to share
with others. Focusing on the work of a particular admired blogger and producing something ‘in the
style of’ can be an effective strategy.
Students need to explore a range of non-fiction texts throughout the course and practise creating a variety of text
types. The Anthology provides a great start to style models and the more able students can then be encouraged to
explore these even further by identifying their own style models. These independent style models can then double
up as practice unseens for the A Level Component 1 exam.
Listed below are some way to use the texts in the anthology as a starting point for students’ own creative nonfiction:

Non-fiction writing tasks
Each week select and complete one of the following tasks in preparation for the non-fiction writing aspect of your
Component 1 exam and/or Component 4 NEA Task 2. Alternatively, find a style model for each of the text type tasks
above and annotate the codes and conventions/levels used.
•

Write a Prime Minister’s abdication speech.
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•

Write the opening of a speech to be delivered to sixth form students and teachers on a topic you’re passionate
about.

•

Write an obituary, to be published in a newspaper, about a person of your choice.

•

Write a comment piece, to be published in a newspaper, arguing why the early death of people like Marilyn
Monroe creates false icons, glamorised versions of the real person.

•

Create a graphic novel page about an aspect or moment of your life, applying the concepts you have learned
from I Was Their American Dream.

•

Create a two page spread turning Captain Scott’s or Samuel Pepys diary entries into graphic non-fiction.

•

Write the speech you would give if you were asked to present a lecture about what matters to you and inspires
you.

•

Write a diary entry in the style of Captain Scott. You could write about:

•

A holiday where something goes wrong

•

An eventful journey where members of your group are put at risk

•

Write a series of three diary entries in the style of Samuel Pepys. Write them for yourself but with an awareness
that there may be an external audience as well.

•

Write an extract from your future memoir focusing either on a childhood event or a pivotal moment in your
life.

•

Write an extract for Helen Thomas’ memoir, based on your understanding of her feelings from her letters to
Edward but using the style of Maggie O’Farrell.

•

Write the opening segment of a podcast for BBC Sounds about the importance of kindness in the modern
world, drawing on George Saunders’ reflections on kindness in his lecture.

•

Write a section of a new Horrible Histories script for a children’s TV programme on a historical event of your
choosing.

•

Write the voiceover for a documentary for children on a historical event of your choosing.

•

Write the text for a leaflet for a new campaign by NSPCC directed at children, encouraging them to use the
Childline service.

•

Write a guide for new users of social media on the art of colloquial communication.

•

Write a satirical article based on a contemporary political or social issue of your choice.

•

Write a review of a film or television show you either really enjoyed or really hated.

•

Record and transcribe an interview between you and a friend about a topic of your choosing.

•

Write a blog page about something you feel passionately about.

•

Write an audio narrative about one of your days at school, college, or work.

•

Write a letter of advice to your younger or older self. You can choose how old you are at the point of receiving
it.

The other important aspect of the non-fiction writing is accuracy. An original piece of work needs to be accurate
if it is to be effective. As you are teaching the Anthology (and other set texts), ensure that you are regularly
instituting discussions about the use of punctuation and the effects thereof, e.g. why might a writer or speaker
deliberately choose to use a minor sentence or an embedded clause?
If students are really struggling with accurate punctuation use or spellings, it can help to co-construct a spelling
and punctuation guide as a class using examples from the Anthology or other studied texts.
Practising proof-reading and editing skills can also be helpful starting with simple error-spotting and correction
exercises, building towards editing and re-drafting sections to apply a particular grammatical or punctuation
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choice. Consider asking students to experiment with syntax, looking the effects of flipping clause position in
sentences, for example fronting a non-finite clause, or using a powerful rhetorical device in sentence-final position.
Some resources for developing confidence with punctuation and grammar:
Rediscover Grammar is a fantastic and accessible resource from leading linguist Professor David Crystal.
McCarthy’s Field Guide to Grammar: Natural Usage and Style is an accessible A-Z with really useful examples written
by Michael McCarthy, a leading corpus linguist and co-author of Cambridge Grammar of English.
University College London has a range of excellent resources including a English Spelling and Punctuation app,
their Interactive Grammar of English and English Language resources on Englicious.
University of Reading’s guides on grammar and punctuation; likewise University of Newcastle has some interactive
guides on punctuation.
University of Bristol also has grammar and punctuation exercises.
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Appendix A:
Lexis and semantics
Words, the fields they come from, the impact and reasons for their choice and the subtleties of their meanings and
connotations.
•

Polysyllabic: words with more than one-syllable

•

Register: the level of formality

•

Slang: informal, colloquial language

•

Figurative language (metaphor, simile): devices
•
focusing on imagery and making analogies between
objects and concepts
•

•

•

Hypophora: Question that is answered by the
writer/speaker (rhetoric device)

•

Repetition: lexis or grammatical structures used
more than once for effect

Semantic field: groups of lexis which have a unified
theme
•

•

Jargon: subject specific lexis

•

Personification: giving inanimate objects human
qualities

Colloquial: everyday language
Emotive language: lexis used to create a specific
emotion in the reader
Epistrophe: repetition of lexis at the end of a
sequence of clauses (rhetoric device)

•

Triplet: three adjectives or verbs in a sequence

•

Apposition: noun or noun phrase which is
immediately followed by a noun or noun phrase for
clarification (rhetoric device)

•

Polysyndeton: repetition of ‘and’ in a sentence

•

Dynamic verbs: a verb which shows a progressive
action

•

•

Anaphora: repetition of lexis at the start of a
sequence of clauses (rhetoric device)

Syntactic Parallelism: repetition of the same syntax
(rhetoric device)

•

•

Superlative: saying that something is the best or
worst it can be

Rhetorical question: question which does not
require an answer (rhetoric device)

•

•

Tone: the emotive voice/ attitude behind a text

Archaic: words which are less common in colloquial
language

•

Intensifier: modify adjectives or adverbs by
heightening the emotive content

•

Noun: person, place, thing, idea, etc.

•

Taboo language: socially unacceptable language

•

Monosyllabic: one-syllable words

•

Adverb: a word which describes a verb

•

Hyperbole: exaggeration

•

Pronoun: takes the place of a noun

•

Antithesis: opposites within a clause

•

Adjective: a describing word

•

Verb: a doing or a being word

Grammar
The structure of the language, including syntax (the way sentences or utterances are structured) and morphology
(the way individual words are structured).
•

Interrogative: a question

•

Declarative: a statement

•

Imperative: a command

•

Exclamatory: an exclamation. Will end with an
exclamation mark

•

Complex: a sentence constructed out of
independent and subordinate clauses
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•

Compound: two independent clauses joined by a
conjunction

•

Suffix: the closing syllable of a word

•

Simple: a single independent clause

•

Prefix: the opening syllable of a word

•

Minor: a grammatically incorrect sentence

•

Polysyndeton: repetition of ‘and’ in a sentence
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•

Apposition: noun or noun phrase which is
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clarification (rhetoric device)
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•

Syntactic Parallelism: repetition of the same syntax
(rhetoric device)

Discourse
A unit of language longer than a single sentence: stretches of text or whole texts.
•

Narrative voice: the perspective of the text

•

Planned: a prepared text

•

Genre: the type of text

•

Rehearsed: a prepared spoken text

•

Conventions: the mechanics of the writing

•

Viewpoint: the position/attitude of the text

•

Cohesion: the grammatical and lexical linking of a
text

•

Perspective: the way in which you see something
from reading or listening to a text

•

Scheme: the expectations of a text

•

Register: the level of formality

•

Spontaneous: an unprepared text

Phonology
The way sounds are used in words and longer stretches of language.
•

Consonance: repetition of consonant sounds

•

Rhythm: the beat of a text

•

Alliteration: repetition of letters and sounds at the
start of sequence of words

•

Intonation: the pitch in a spoken sentence

•

Sibilance: alliteration of the letter ‘s’

•

Rhyme: lexis that has the same sound

•

Overlaps: talking over each other

•

Onomatopoeia: sound words

•

•

Assonance: repetition of vowel sounds

Stress: emphasis on certain syllables in spoken
language

•

Fricatives: Alliteration of the letter ‘f’

•

Pauses: a silent break in a spoken text

•

False starts: starting a spoken sentence and then
re- starting it

•

Tone of voice: the conveyed emotion of voice in a
spoken text

•

Plosives: Harsh alliteration using ‘p’ or ‘b’

•

Filler: lexis used unintentionally to fill pauses

•

Non-verbal sounds (prosodics): sound effects in a
spoken text eg. Laughter, sigh, etc.

•

Voiced pause: pauses using uh, um, er

Pragmatics
The way language is understood in its context; how meaning relies on manner, time, place and other aspects of
context rather than just residing in the words uttered or written.
•

Implied meaning: what you can infer from lexis or
a text

•

Values: the morals of the text

•

Connotations: what lexis can mean and symbolise

•

Humour: use of comedy in a text

•

Attitudes: the perspective and message of the text

•

Sarcasm: ironic utterances and use of wit

•

•

Relationships: how the text connects between the
addresser and addressee

Satire: wit, irony and a text that focuses on
ridiculing human follies and vices
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